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ABSTRACT  

 
To bridge the gap between the high resolution digital 
images and limited display capability of mobile devices, 
this paper proposes a method to automatically transform 
static images to dynamic video clips to fit the requirement 
of mobile devices. Face detection and attention region 
detection techniques are applied to extract important 
regions that users may be interested in. Then a procedure 
of video resolution adaptation is performed for different 
screen size and aspect ratio. An algorithm to imitate 
camera motions is applied to visit the detected important 
regions to generate the motion effects. Finally the video 
clip is encoded with AVS-M standard as an 
implementation to be displayed on different mobile 
platforms. The solution provided in this paper can enable 
users viewing photographs in a dynamic mode using 
mobile devices that could not only glance over the whole 
picture of the image automatically, but also enjoy the 
important details of the photo. Furthermore, vivid 
dynamic effect enhances the viewing experience of users.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Digitized visual information capturing equipments are 
improving very fast and smaller size, higher megapixel 
(MP) count digital cameras (DC) are getting popular. The 
quality of photos are becoming more and more enhanced, 
for example, a common digital camera with 800 MP 
could generate a snapshot about 3264×2448 resolution. 
Furthermore, high quality image capturing functions are 
readily to be extended to at-hand mobile devices. On the 
other hand, we are entering the era of broadband mobile 
communication with the upcoming 3G transmission 
systems, which will provide high-quality multimedia 
content service to the rapidly growing mobile market. The 
availability of reliable connections through various 
handheld mobile devices such as intelligent cell phone 
and PDA has brought users the possibility of accessing 
their interested multimedia information from anywhere at 
anytime by using their most convenient accessing mode. 
However, the screen size of mobile devices is rather 
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limited even for fashionable advanced one, normally 
being about 2.5 inch with the resolution about 240×320. 
Thus high resolution digital photos could not be 
effectively displayed to access the image details, and 
some information may be ignored by the users. To bridge 
the gap of resolution between the digital photo and the 
mobile devices as illustrated in Fig. 1, different image 
adaptation solutions are required. 

 
Figure 1: Gap illustration between large resolution 
images and limited screen size of mobile devices 
 

In the literature, some related research work has 
concentrated on the topic of image and video adaptation 
techniques for different users and different terminal 
devices. Hu et al [1] proposed a solution to adapt the 
large image to the mobile screens by extracting the area 
that captures human visual attention most. Similar 
investigations for image adaptation to various screen sizes 
especially for mobile devices are in [2, 3].  In [4], the 
authors deal with the problem of video retargeting to 
adapt a video content being better suited for varying 
devices with varying display sizes and aspect ratios rather 
than it was originally intended. Techniques of image 
cropping by considering spatial and motion saliency are 
applied in the framework. Similar works for video size 
adaptation to the small display devices can be found in [5, 
6]. A common characteristic from [1] to [6] is that 
attention models are used to extract interested regions. To 
meet the constrained transmission bandwidths and 
terminal capabilities as well as users' preference, video 
transcoding is an important technique to obtain the 
desired video content by transforming one type of video 
format to another. For a detailed overview on this topic, 
please refer to [7]. Hua et al [8] proposed a framework to 
automatically converting photo series into video by 
analyzing viewer’s attention on objects in images. 
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Camera motions accompanied with background music are 
integrated together to generate the video results. The 
motivation of this work is mainly for home users to enjoy 
their captured photograph in a different manner, and a use 
case scenario is personalized Karaoke system [9].  

In this paper, we propose a solution to transform the 
large resolution images to a short video clip to fit the 
requirement of mobile devices. Techniques of region of 
interest detection are applied to acquire the important 
regions to be recommended to the users. An algorithm to 
imitate camera motions is applied to visit the important 
regions to generate the motion effects. Finally the video 
clip is encoded with AVS-M (a China audio video coding 
standard for mobile devices) as an implementation for 
mobile applications. Compared with Hua’s work of 
image2video [8] to provide enhanced browsing mode for 
a series of photographs and integrated to the edited video 
clips for different purposes such as Karaoke and home 
video enjoying, our work is devoted to bridge the gap 
between large resolution images and limited screen size 
of the mobile devices in which a procedure to adapt the 
screen size is required. Similar mobile device adaptation 
techniques are image to image [1, 2, 3] and video to video 
[4, 5]. This paper tries to give a solution to viewing 
photographs in a dynamic mode for mobile devices that 
could not only glance over the whole picture of the image, 
but also care for the important details of the photo. 
Furthermore, vivid dynamic effect enhances the viewing 
experience of users.  

 
2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

Framework of the proposed method is provided in 
Figure 2. Given the input high resolution photos, a 
method to detect region of interest (ROI) is first 
performed to catch the important information that users 
may be interested in the images. To generate the video 
clips that are suited for mobile displaying, the factor of 
different screen sizes and height to width aspect ratios of 
mobile devices should be considered. Thus video size 
adaptation should be performed as a preprocessing step to 
generate the video result. This is the core procedure of the 
framework and the following problems needs to be 
resolved: (1) the duration of the video clips; (2) how to 
cover all the detected regions; (3) how to imitate the 
camera motion to generate the vivid viewing effects. To 
be finally played at various mobile platforms such as 
Windows Mobile or Symbian, generated videos should be 
encoded into appropriate formats. As a use case 
implementation of this work, the video clip is encoded 
into the AVS-M format. In the next two sections, detailed 
technical descriptions of the proposed solution are 
provided. 

 
Figure 2: Framework of the proposed method 
 

3. REGION OF INTEREST DETECTION 
To automatically detect important regions that can 

attract users’ attention, a two step ROI detection 
procedure composed of face detection and attention 
region detection is applied as illustrated in figure 3. This 
is because many digital photos contain people and users 
are more care about it. For photos not containing people, 
area with high saliency will be more important. We apply 
minimum bounding box to represent the detected regions. 

 

Figure 3: Procedure of region of interest detection  

   
             (a)                               (b)                        (c) 
Figure 4: Examples of ROI detection, (a) results of face 
detection, (b) original image for attention region detection, 
(c) result of attention region detection 
 
3.1. Face Detection 

In this work, we apply a method based on “center-of-
gravity” approach [10] to detect faces according to the 
knowledge that the main components of human face such 
as double eyebrows, double eyes, nose bottom and mouth 
almost orient all in horizontal direction and their scales in 
vertical direction are approximately equal.  
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3.2. Attention Region Detection 
For attention region detection, we employ a bottom-up 

strategy based on the work proposed in [11]. The color, 
intensity and orientation maps are generated at first. Then 
the three sets of maps are combined into the saliency map. 
The bright areas in the saliency map denote the locations 
in the image where the human pay more attention to.  
Figure 4 shows some result examples of the region of 
interest detection.  
 

4. VIDEO GENERATION 
The first stage of video generation is to adapt the video 

size to various screen sizes and aspect ratios for mobile 
devices by considering different sizes of detected regions. 
As the final video should satisfy these requirement: (1) 
the video should suited for being displayed for the target 
mobile devices; (2) The process of the generated video 
should first give a global view of the original image, then 
it should visit the detected regions in an appropriate 
extent.  Let ScreenW and ScreenH be the width and 
height of the mobile screens (without the loss of 
generality, ScreenW is larger than ScreenH), SROIW and 
SROIH be the size of the smallest interested regions. Then 
the generated video size (VideoW, VideoH) before 
encoding is determined by the following rules: 
 
If SROIW<ScreenW and SROIH<ScreenH, VideoW=ScreenW, 
VideoH=ScreenH; 

Else if SROIW/SROIH< ScreenW/ScreenH, 
VideoW=(ScreenW/ScreenH)×SROIH; VideoH=ScreenH; 
Else 
VideoW=ScreenW; VideoH=(ScreenH/ScreenW) ×SROIW; 

 
For all the detected regions, the aspect ratio of them is 

scaled to the same as that of the image screen. The 
trajectory of the imitated camera motions of the generated 
video is from top to down and from left to right; and the 
video is a global to detail procedure. Thus a series of 
targeting regions are determined: Taregion0, Taregion1… 
TaregionM, where Taregion0 is the original image scaled 
to the screen ratio. Taregion1 to TaregionM are the scaled 
important regions. The video is composed of moving 
from one targeting region to the next region with 
accompanied zooming effects. As it does not exist depth 
information in the image, tilting effect of camera motion 
is not used in the videos. Besides, the zooming and 
panning effect are generated together, as it is more vivid 
than separating zooming and panning and the duration of 
the final video is comparatively shortened. Without 
interfering with the viewing effect, the length of the 
generated video should be as short as possible for the 
glancing characteristics of mobile devices. The process of 
imitated camera motion from Taregioni to Targeioni+1 is 
described as follows (-1<i<M) to generate the video 
frames in this part: 

 
Step0: Taregioni is resized to the same size of VideoH 
and VideoW as one video frame and keeps static for 10 
frames; 
Step1: Determine the zooming effect of the video in this 
part: if the size of Taregioni is larger than that of 
Targeioni+1, zooming out effect, else zooming in effect; 
Step2: Determine the pace of the video in this part: a 
thresholding based method to decide the step pace of 
moving from Taregioni to Targeioni+1, by considering 
the factor of the location and size of the two regions; the 
step pace can also be regarded as frame number of this 
part; 
Step3: Frames generation module: a sequence of images 
are generated by cropping the coordinate original image 
regions whose sizes and locations are decided by the 
parameters of zooming effect, step pace, location and size 
of Taregioni and Taregioni+1. As the images in the 
sequence are with different sizes, they are resized to the 
same size of VideoH and VideoW. 
 

Repeating this procedure from Taregion0 to 
TaregionM-1, all the required video frames are obtained, 
and they are encoded to the video clip. Many streaming or 
low bit-rate video formats are available for this 
application. As AVS is the latest audio and video coding 
standard of China, AVS Part 7 (also known as AVS-M) 
targets at low picture resolution mobility applications. As 
a use case example application of this work, the video 
clip is encoded into AVS-M format, and mobile devices 
could display the video clip with AVS-M decoder. 
 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 
The proposed method is tested on several large resolution 
photos. Some results with typical frames are illustrated in 
Figure 5. More video results with different resolutions 
and avi format are provided in the following address:  
http://www.jdl.ac.cn/en/project/mrhomepage/DemoVideo
Clip.htm 

     
Fr No:1      Fr No:100   Fr No:180 Fr No:300   Fr No:430 

(a) video clip threekid.avi 

       
(b) video clip windmill.avi 

Fr No:1      Fr No:100   Fr No:150 Fr No:200   Fr No:325 
Figure5: Some typical frames of the generated video clip.  
 
There are some issues to be considered to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed method. (1) Does the 
detected attention region really reflect users’ attention? (2) 
Are users satisfied with the generated video? (3) Is the 
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generated video suited to be displayed in mobile devices? 
What about the viewing effect? Different users may need 
different attention regions for different images. For 
example, most users may choose faces as the attention 
region for photos with people; users may like explicit 
objects in the image rather than background scenes. There 
are many automatic attention region detection methods 
trying to draw users’ attention. The method proposed in 
this work is a solution to integrate the method of face 
detection and saliency region extraction that can satisfy 
multiple user requirements. The video generation method 
tries to provide a vivid dynamic effect from global view 
to local details. To evaluate users’ degree of satisfactory 
of the generated video, we invite eight subjects (with four 
doctoral students and four master students) to watch five 
generated video clips and ask them to provide a decision 
score from 1 to 5 for each clip, where 5 represent being 
very satisfied and 1 represent being not satisfied at all. 
The evaluation results are illustrated in figure 6. Besides, 
we test our generated video clips encoded into AVS-M 
format on two mobile phone platforms, one is Nokia N72 
for Symbian operation system, and the other is Lenovo 
ET960 for Windows mobile pocket PC platform. The 
feedback of viewing effect is fine by several subjects after 
watching video clip on mobile devices. 

 
(a) Detailed evaluation results of 8 subjects for 5 clips 

 
(b) Average evaluation results for 5 clips 

Figure6: Evaluation results for 5 video clips of 8 subjects 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper provides a solution to transform static high 

resolution images into dynamic video clips with relatively 
much lower resolution for mobile screens. It not only 
helps users to enjoy the important details of the image, 
but also provides a vivid viewing manner for mobile 
devices. Further work may include investigating on more 
reliable ROI detection techniques and other content 
adaptation method for mobile devices. 
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